In this paper we introduce an algorithm aimed to create a background model with multimodal support, which associates a confidence value to the obtained model. Our algorithm creates the model based on a criterion of motion, pixel behavior and pixel similarity with the scenes background. This method uses only three frames to create a first model without restrictions on the frame content. The model is adapted over time to reflect new situations and illumination changes in the scene. One approach to detect corrupt model is also mentioned. The goal of confidence value is to quantify the quality of the model after a number of frames have been used to build it. Quantitative experimental results are obtained with a well-known benchmark and compared to a classical background modelling algorithm, showing the benefits of our approach.
INTRODUCTION

1
Background subtraction is one of the most popular methods to detect regions of interest in frames. This technique consists in classifying as foreground all those pixels whose difference from a background model is over a threshold. A popular method for background modelling consists in modelling each pixel in a frame with a Gaussian distribution (Wren et al., 1997) . A simple technique is to calculate an average image of the scene, to subtract each new video frame from it and to threshold the result. The adaptive version of this algorithm updates the model parameters recursively by using a simple adaptive filter. The Gaussian distribution approach however, does not work well when the background is not static, for instance, waves, clouds or any movement which also belongs to the background cannot be properly described using one Gaussian. A solution proposed (Stauffer and Grimson, 1999 ) is using more than one Gaussian to model the background. In (Zang and Klette, 2004 ) methods for shadow detection and per-1 This work has been supported partially by the research projects DPI2007-511 66596-C02-01 (VISTAC) and European SENSE Project 033279 pixel adaptation of the parameters of the Gaussians are developed. Following with the methods based on mixture of Gaussians, in (Elgammal et al., 2000) , it is proposed to build an statistical representation of the background, by estimating directly from data the probability density function. Other approaches can be found in (Mason and Duric, 2001) , whose proposed algorithm computes a histogram of edges in a block basis. This idea together with intensity information may be found in (Jabri et al., 2000) . Motion may also be used to model the background as proposed in (Wixson, 2000) , whose algorithm detects salient motion by integrating frame-to-frame optical flow over time. Radically different is the approach based in LBP features introduced in(M. Heikkila and Pietikainen, 2006) . In general, the use of frames with low or very low activity is one of the constraints considered in these approaches.
We focus on demanding scenarios, in which there is always a significant activity level, making it difficult to obtain a clean model with traditional techniques. Our method aims to obtain a model regardless of the number of objects moving in the scenario while building the model. A quality measure is developed with the aim of measuring the quality of the obtained model. 
MULTI-MODAL BACKGROUND ADAPTIVE WITH CONFIDENCE ALGORITHM (MBAC)
MBAC considers consecutive gray scale frames
, in which any pixel p ∈ F(i) belongs either to foreground or to background and builds a background model B starting from a frame F(i), i ≥ 0, by describing each pixel b with a number of models B m b (0), with m = 1 at t = 0. Pixels are classified following the similarity criterion proposed in (Rosell-Ortega et al., 2008) . This criterion uses a continuous function defined as,
being p the gray level of a pixel and b the gray level of a background pixel, and κ a constant. Motion can be computed analogously if we consider motion as the dissimilarity with values of previous frames. For q ∈ F(t) a pixel in the current frame, we consider p ∈ F(t − 1) and r ∈ F(t − 2), two pixels with the same coordinates as q, the motion of q can be defined F(i + 3) . For all the following frames F( j), j ≥ i + 3, motion and similarities with B(i − 1) are seeked. The probability that any pixel q belongs to background pBack(q) or foreground, pFore(q) is,
It is easy to see, that equation for pBack(q) describes mathematically the intuitive idea that pixels similar to background or which are reasonably stationary have a bigger probability of belonging to background. The segmentation separates pixels in two different sets; the background set (bSet), defined as bSet = {p ∈ F(i) : p / ∈ f Set}, and the foreground set (fSet).
In the previous expression for f Set, the value of τ restricts the criteria used to select foreground pixels. This expression can be rewritten as,
After classifying pixels, a simple criterion to detect corrupt models is used. We assume that the amount of background pixels (V ) is bigger than that of foreground pixels (P). If R = P + V , a real number µ < 1 can be found that P = µ × R. The value µ is set experimentally depending on background clutter. In the case P R > µ at time i, the process restarts setting ∀b ∈ B, B 1 
Any other non-matching model l describing pixel b updates its confidence as, where α ∈ [0, 1] is a learning rate factor. For every pixel p ∈ f Set, its m background models are ordered in descending order according to their confidences. We use a parameter gamma to control the speed at which models are changed or updated in the background model. The closer gamma is to 1, the quicker models will be added or updated. In the case it is 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We used the Wallflower benchmark (Toyama et al., 1999) in order to compare our approach to Stauffer's algorithm (Stauffer and Grimson, 1999) and BAC (Rosell-Ortega et al., 2008) . We compared the number of pixels classified as foreground and labelled as foreground in the control image (true positives) and those pixels classified as background and also classified as background in the control image (true negatives). We used K = 5 and T = 0.8 as parameters for the Stauffer algorithm. Parameters for MBAC were set after a previous study of their impact in the execution. Tables 2 and 1 show the results obtained by varying the values of κ in equation 1 and its impact depending on the value of γ used. Results seem to be better with a low γ. Tables 4 and 5 show the results of using each definition of pFore in equation 4. As a conclusion of these experiments, the segmentation seems to improve slightly when a strict value for τ is chosen. The remaining parameters of MBAC are κ = 20, µ = 0.85, γ = 0.4 and τ = 0.8. Table 3 illustrates the results with the Wallflower benchmark. Qualitative results are shown in figure  1 . In sequence lightSwitch, MBAC manages properly the sudden light change restarting the model, while Stauffer's algorithm fails to deal with the situation. The most significant improvement of MBAC over BAC, is achieved in sequences wavingTrees and camouflage. In all cases MBAC achieved over 80% of success in the classification of background pixels.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We introduced an approach in which similarity and motion features are used to classify pixels as foreground or background. Considering motion at the same level as background subtraction with several models produces accurate background models but at the expense or reducing the amount of regions of interest detected if thresholds are not accurate enough. This issue remains as an open line for further research. Table 4 : Results obtained for the Wallflower benchmark depending on the value assigned to the minimum foreground probability with γ = 0.6. Dashed results mean that no foreground pixels were labelled in the control image. Sequence  TP  TN  TP  TN  TP  TN  TP  TN  TP  TN  TP Table 5 : Results obtained for the Wallflower benchmark depending on the value assigned to the minimum foreground probability. The value of γ was set to 0.4. Dashed results mean that no foreground pixels were labelled in the control image. τ = 0.4 τ = 0.5 τ = 0.6 τ = 0.7 τ = 0.8 τ = 0. 
